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1 Introduction1

Socially vulnerable groups are often more severely affected by climate change and are less capable to put2

in place measures to reduce or transfer risk (Schelling, 1992; Baer, 2009; Cummins and Mahul, 2009;3

Hallegatte and Rozenberg, 2017; Rao et al., 2017; Park et al., 2018; Sánchez, 2018; IPCC, 2022). For example,4

lower-income households face affordability issues to purchase insurance coverage against (disastrous) climatic5

events (Barnett et al., 2008), a trend which is expected to be aggravated by climate change (Hudson et al.,6

2016; Hudson, 2018; Tesselaar et al., 2020). While mitigation efforts to keep global warming within 1.5°C7

above pre-industrial levels are considered the best option to limit damages from climate change (UNEP, 2021),8

halting greenhouse gas emissions would not prevent the climate impacts that are already occurring (EC,9

2021). Therefore, adaptation measures are recognized as key tools to combat climate change (UNFCCC, 2015)10

thanks to their ability to reduce risk and generate "triple dividends" (Tanner et al., 2015; GCA, 2019).11

Effective climate adaptation policies require a good understanding of climate impacts and of the charac-12

teristics of the social fabric, both of which are spatially heterogeneous. However, data and methodological13

limitations restrict the ability to estimate the spatial distribution of climate impacts and socioeconomic14

vulnerability. On one hand, socioeconomic data is often not available with a high level of spatial detail, and15

less granular data sources are used instead (Hallegatte et al., 2016; Hallegatte and Rozenberg, 2017; Rao16

et al., 2017; Breil et al., 2021). On the other hand, small area estimation is often subject to a number of17

distributional requirements that limit application (Farrell, 2023).18

This paper demonstrates how a novel small area estimation technique can be used to overcome these19

limitations. This is applied to the evaluation of climate risk, using an Irish case study. Specifically, we combine20

a nationally representative survey of private households, containing rich profiles of economic and living21

conditions, with census data to estimate otherwise unavailable small area socioeconomic vulnerability profiles22

representative at the electoral division level. These estimates are subsequently interacted with spatial profiles23

of flood hazard across electoral divisions to assess the spatial variation of climate risk.24

Our study provides two main contributions. First, it represents the first large-scale investigation of25

the spatial coincidence of potential climate shocks and socioeconomic vulnerability with a high level of26

spatial detail. Previous studies either rely on more crude socioeconomic measurements representative at27

the national or macroregional level (Kazama et al., 2009; Ronco et al., 2014; Winsemius et al., 2018; Park28

et al., 2018), or focus on smaller case studies at the city scale (Escuder-Bueno et al., 2012; Zhou et al.,29

2012; Sperotto et al., 2016; Szewrański et al., 2018; Sanchez-Guevara et al., 2019). Conducting a large-scale30

investigation of climate risk with a high level of spatial detail is important for multiple reasons. Using31

spatially-aggregated socioeconomic information can lead to aggregation bias, an underestimation of welfare32

losses and a potential mis-targeting of adaptation interventions (Sovacool et al., 2015). Moreover, since the33

effects of adaptation interventions can spill over across locations (Breil et al., 2021), governments and public34

administrations must have access to a detailed and comprehensive mapping of risk. Second, it employs35

a novel methodology to obtain robust and meaningful estimations of social vulnerability profiles. Small36

area estimation techniques allow researchers to produce estimates of socioeconomic information at the37

desired spatial level when primary data collection is precluded (Elbers et al., 2003; Tarozzi and Deaton, 2009;38

Molina and Rao, 2010; Salvati et al., 2010; O’Donoghue et al., 2013). However, they often rely on restrictive39

distributional assumptions, which can lead to biased estimates if violated. We overcome this limitation by40

adopting a Conditional Monte Carlo (CMC) simulation-based methodology, developed by (Farrell, 2023), that41
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generates small area estimates of socioeconomic characteristics without relying on restrictive assumptions.42

Crucially, this provides a standardised, comparable framework for socioeconomic impact estimation, which43

can be applied across many jurisdictions and policy priorities. This also represents a novel application of44

small area estimation techniques, which have mainly been utilised to investigate regional development and to45

simulate the effects of socioeconomic shocks. Previous environmental applications include the distributional46

impacts of agro-environmental policies (Hynes et al., 2009), quantifying travel costs and economic values47

of environmental amenities visits (Cullinan, 2011), estimating changes in commuting costs due to climate48

shocks (Kilgarriff et al., 2019), and assessing the incidence of carbon taxation (Chan and Sayre, Forthcoming).49

This is the first application to investigate the co-incidence of climate and socioeconomic vulnerabilities.50

Ireland provides an appropriate context of analysis. There is a rich set of climatic, demographic and51

socioeconomic data that facilitate the analysis. In addition, Ireland is experiencing effects of climate change52

on natural and human systems comparable to those observed in other countries (Desmond et al., 2017).53

Therefore, the findings of this study can inform both Irish and international policy decision-making.54

Flooding is often regarded as the natural hazard with the highest impact on society, having the highest55

number of events and affected people worldwide and the second highest economic losses (CRED-UNDRR,56

2020). In Europe, floods account for over 45% of the €560 billion total economic losses in the period 1980-202157

(EEA, 2023). Climate change is projected to increase the risk of and damage from flooding events, both58

worldwide (Madsen et al., 2013; Vousdoukas et al., 2018; Willner et al., 2018) and in Ireland (Desmond et al.,59

2017; Nolan and Flanagan, 2020; Ryan et al., 2021). The combination of these factors thus makes flood risk a60

particularly sensible topic to analyse.61

The analysis employs a stepwise approach to elicit the contribution that each additional source of62

information — i.e. climate impacts, population exposure and socioeconomic vulnerability of this population63

— provides when identifying hot spots of vulnerability. We first consider climate impacts alone. We elicit64

the percentage of an electoral division’s surface area affected by flooding events. We define this metric as65

‘flood hazard’. Second, we evaluate population ‘exposure’ by considering the percentage of the population in66

an electoral division exposed to flooding. Finally, we incorporate the small area estimates of socioeconomic67

vulnerability. We define this metric as ‘flood risk’. We choose "at risk of poverty" (AROP) as a measure of68

socioeconomic vulnerability. This is intended to control for limitations in self-protection from climate impacts:69

people with worse financial conditions might lack sufficient resources to autonomously put in place measures70

to protect themselves or adapt to shocks. We follow the Eurostat definition, which classifies a household as71

being at risk of poverty if its annual equivalised disposable income falls below the 60% of the national median72

annual equivalised disposable income. We employ a hot spots analysis to identify clusters of high vulnerability73

for each of the measures considered. Such an approach allows us to: (i) provide a multi-dimensional picture74

of the most affected and vulnerable areas; and, (ii) evaluate how climate adaptation and protection priorities75

change across indicators. This will help policymakers to better target adaptation interventions based on their76

views of justice and equity as well as the policy goals they aim to achieve.77

The identified hot spots change substantially moving from flood hazard (climate impacts alone) to flood78

exposure (coincidence of climate impacts and population exposure). There is less variation in hot spots79

identification when moving from flood exposure to flood risk (coincidence of climate impacts, population80

exposure and socioeconomic vulnerability) is investigated. The incorporation of socioeconomic vulnerability81

does, however, allow for hot spots of vulnerability to be prioritised in policy decision-making. Considering82
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different redistribution preferences in the computation of flood risk narrows the focus on those previously83

identified. We conclude that the quantification of flood exposure provides a first-round approximation84

of locations which may require adaptation interventions. Adding metrics of social vulnerability identifies85

locations of highest priority given the societal preferences towards equity.86

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the main datasets used in the87

analysis. Section 3 discusses the small area estimation technique and the methodology to combine the social88

vulnerability measures thus generated with flood maps to obtain indicators of flood risk at the electoral89

division level. Section 4 presents the results of the flood vulnerability analysis. Finally, Section 5 concludes.90

2 Data91

To investigate climate and social vulnerability in Ireland at the electoral division level, we combine data92

on flood extents, demographic characteristics and socioeconomic characteristics. The aim is to consider93

the highest level of spatial disaggregation while retaining sufficient information and data quality. In this94

perspective, the limiting factor is represented by socioeconomic data. We choose electoral divisions as the95

units of analysis since they are the most spatially disaggregated datasource containing rich socioeconomic96

data.197

The Central Statistics Office (CSO) defines electoral divisions (EDs) as the smallest legally defined admin-98

istrative areas in Ireland. There are originally 3,440 EDs. However, 32 scarcely populated EDs have been99

amalgamated into neighbouring ones for reasons of confidentiality, leaving a final count of 3,409 EDs for100

statistical and analytical purposes.101

The demographic and socioeconomic data are considered for the year 2016. Demographic information is102

taken from the Census and socioeconomic information comes from the European Union Survey of Income103

and Living Conditions (EU-SILC). While the SILC is available up until 2021, the most recent Census for which104

full results were available at the time of the study is 2016, which determines our choice of year of analysis.2105

2.1 Flood data106

The flood data is provided by the Irish Office of Public Works (OPW) national flood information portal. We107

use the ‘catchment flood risk assessment management’ (CFRAM) flood maps, which report areas that are108

predicted to be inundated during a theoretical or "design" flood event based on an estimated probability of109

occurrence and climate change scenario. Flooding can come from three sources: coastal (i.e. sea and ocean),110

fluvial (i.e. rivers and estuaries) and pluvial (i.e. rainfall). The latter, however, is only available for a few,111

selected locations and for one climate change scenario,3 hence it has not been used in the analysis presented112

here.113

The probability of occurrence is defined in terms of ’annual exceedance probability’ (AEP), representing114

the probability that a flooding event of a certain magnitude, or more severe, occurs in any given year. Events115

are divided into three classes. High probability events, with an AEP = 10%, are less severe events. Medium116

1More spatially disaggregated data exist, known as small areas (SA), but they do not present as rich a set of socioeconomic
information.

2Another Census was conducted in 2022. However only a few preliminary results have been published, which prevents us from using
it in the analysis. Information on the 2016 Census can be found at: https://www.cso.ie/en/census/census2016reports/.

3The locations are Raphoe in County Donegal, and Dublin City. Climate change is assessed under the ’current scenario’.
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probability events are characterised by AEP = 1% for fluvial flooding and AEP = 0.5% for coastal flooding.117

Low probability events are more rare and more severe events, and present an AEP = 0.1%. In addition,118

maps are developed for three climate change scenarios: in order of severity, current scenario, medium-range119

future scenario and high-end future scenario. The analysis presented below is based on low probability events120

under a high-end climate change scenario to offer a representation of a worst-case scenario.4121

OPW prepares three types of CFRAM maps: flood extent maps, flood depth maps and flood risk maps.122

Flood extent maps report the estimated extents, peak water levels and flows of floods, taking into account123

the geographical and morphological characteristics of the territory, including existing flood defences. Flood124

depth maps indicate the maximum estimated depth of flooding at a given location. Flood risk maps contain125

information on the number of inhabitants, type of economic activities and protected areas at risk of flooding,126

in line with the guidelines reported in the Flood Directive (2007/60/EC). Unfortunately, flood depth and127

flood risk maps are not available for the entire country in the required format for our spatial analysis. For128

this reason, the analysis presented below is based on flood extent maps, which are the only ones available129

nation-wide in vector format.130

Climate risk is assumed to originate from a combination of hazard, exposure and vulnerability or suscepti-131

bility (Field et al., 2012; Giupponi et al., 2015). Hazard relates to the climate event’s parameters and intensity.132

Exposure relates to the elements at risk, or receptors, in the affected region. Vulnerability/susceptibility133

refers to the degree to which receptors can be affected by and are capable to cope with the climate event,134

based on topographical and socioeconomic characteristics (Ronco et al., 2014). Although flood extent maps135

are generated taking into consideration topographical elements (including the presence of buildings and136

infrastructures),5 they do not contain information on the water depth and velocity, which are among the137

most relevant metrics to assess flood hazard (Citeau, 2003; DEFRA, 2006; Ronco et al., 2014). This means138

that the measure we derive represents an upper bound of flood hazard.139

Figure 1 displays the coastal and fluvial CFRAM flood extents map for low probability events under140

a high-end climate change scenario. Fluvial flooding, represented with a light-blue shading on the map,141

interests primarily the course and estuaries of the Shannon river in central Ireland, of the Laune river in142

the south-west, of the Barrow river and Liffey river in the centre and east, and of the Lough Conn and Moy143

river in the north-west. Coastal flooding, represented with a darker blue shading, takes place on the eastern144

coast (affecting the cities of Dublin, Dundalk, Wicklow), along the south-east coast (Dungarvan, Tramore,145

Waterford, Wexford), and on the western coast (Castlemain, Limerick, Galway). One area that is notably146

missing is the city of Cork, the second largest urban area in Ireland. This is located in the south-western147

part of the country and is often affected by flooding events (Olbert et al., 2022). While CFRAM maps for148

current and medium-range future scenarios present flood extents for this area, they are not included for the149

high-end future scenario.6150

4Other combinations of AEP and climate change scenarios are not reported for ease of presentation, but they are available from
the authors upon request.

5The detailed description of the technical process for the development of OPW’s flood maps can be found in the user guidelines
(https://www.floodinfo.ie/map/general_map_user_guidance_notes/) and in the hydraulic and hydrological reports
(https://www.floodinfo.ie/publications/?t=19&t=20).

6Upon consultation with OPW it emerged that data for the Cork area was part of the Lee Pilot CFRAM programme and that models
were run for the high-end future scenario; nevertheless, it was not included in the high-end future scenario CFRAM maps.
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Figure 1: Flood extents map

2.2 Demographic and socioeconomic data151

We first want to assess the exposure of the population to flooding. In order to do this, we need demographic152

data. Then, we wish to explore the additional insight provided by considering socioeconomic information,153

such as the distribution of inequality or vulnerability, when assessing the exposure in a given population. For154

this, spatially-referenced socioeconomic data is required.155

This information is not readily available, however there are related datasets that provide subsets of said156

information. Demographic data presents demographic and socioeconomic indicators representative at a157

spatially disaggregated level. However, it does not allow the co-incidence of two or more of such indicators to158

be identified. Moreover, it typically does not provide insight on vulnerability profiles. For example, census data159

contains information on average incomes, but not on the number of households below the poverty line. On160

the other hand, survey microdata gives insight into the distribution of variables such as income and various161

dimensions of socioeconomic vulnerability. These datasets, however, are often nationally representative. Small162

area estimation techniques, by combining the power of both these datasources, allow researchers to conduct163
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a distributional analysis of vulnerability profiles at the desired level of spatial disaggregation.164

2.2.1 Demographic data165

To estimate the population in an electoral division affected by flooding, we use information on daytime166

population and workplace zones. This is collected by the CSO as part of the Census since 2011, and it provides167

population data for a 1km2 grid of Ireland.7 The procedure to assign population values to flooded areas is168

explained in Section 3.2. Figure 2 displays the population for the 1km2 grid of Ireland, converted into raster169

format for presentation purposes. It can be seen that the majority of Ireland’s territory is scarcely populated.170

The most highly populated area by far is the city of Dublin and its metropolitan area, in the east. Other171

relatively densely populated areas are the city of Cork in the south, and the cities of Limerick and Galway in172

the west.173

The second demographic dataset that we use is the Small Area Population Statistics (SAPS), also produced174

by the CSO as part of the Census. In addition to the total number of inhabitants in each of the 3,409 electoral175

divisions, the SAPS contains information on 45 population statistics divided into 14 thematic areas. These176

include breakdonws of the population by age cohort, marital status, gender, nationality, ethnicity, religious177

beliefs, family composition, type and characteristics of accommodation, employment, working sector, education178

level, car and PC ownership and internet access.8 This information is used for calibration in the small area179

estimation as explained in Section 3.3.180

2.2.2 Socioeconomic data181

The European Union Survey of Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) is a voluntary, nationally represen-182

tative cross-sectional survey of private households in Ireland conducted by the CSO under EU legislation183

(Regulation (EC) 1177/2003). It contains over 200 questions to elicit information on, among others, household184

income, employment, economic status, educational attainment, health condition, ownership of car, PC and185

other home appliances, and to derive indicators on deprivation, poverty and social exclusion. We use the186

2016 version accessed via the Irish Social Science Data Archive - www.ucd.ie/issda.187

The SILC contains valuable information on socioeconomic characteristics that are required to derive188

accurate measures of social vulnerability and that are not included in census data. The survey is constructed189

to be representative of the national population, but it does not ensure representativeness for higher degrees190

of spatial disaggregation. Therefore, the information it provides is not directly applicable to an analysis at the191

electoral division level. This is made possible by the adoption of a small area estimation technique which, as192

discussed in Section 3.3, allows us to combine the rich information provided by the SILC with the distribution193

of demographic characteristics in each electoral division observed in the SAPS, so that social vulnerability194

measurements representative at the electoral division level can be obtained.195

7Information and data are available at: https://www.cso.ie/en/census/census2016reports/
workplacezonesand1kmpopulationgrids/

8Information on the SAPS and the thematic areas can be found at: https://www.cso.ie/en/census/census2016reports/
census2016smallareapopulationstatistics/.
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Figure 2: Total population aggregated into 1km2 grid cells

3 Methods196

After having collected all the relevant data, the task is then to: (i) assign flood values to electoral division, (ii)197

generate social vulnerability profiles representative at the electoral division level, (iii) bring the outcomes of198

these two steps together to quantify flood risk across electoral divisions. This section details the operations199

we implement in order to accomplish such tasks.200

3.1 Flood hazard assessment201

The OPW flood datasets are shapefiles in vector format with unique identifiers for each flood geometry. To202

assign flood extents to each electoral division, we first compute the spatial intersection between coastal203

and fluvial flood geometries and electoral division polygons. Since in some cases coastal and fluvial flood204

geometries present partial or full overlaps, we unify floods belonging to the same electoral division into a205

single spatial element to avoid double-counting.9 We calculate the area of this unified geometry to derive the206

total area of an electoral division affected by flooding. Finally, flood hazard is given by the percentage of an207

9In order to perform this operation, some flood geometries are removed due to their geometry type being invalid for said operation.
The operation can be performed only with geometry types ’polygon’, ’multipolygon’ or their collection. Conversely, geometry types
’linestring’, ’multilinestring’ and their collection are not supported. For events with low probability under a high-end climate
change scenario there is one flood geometry in the fluvial dataset containing elements of type ’multilinestring’, which would
cause the operation to fail. This geometry has been removed from the analysis.
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electoral division’s surface which is affected by flooding as expressed by the following formula:208

Flood hazardi =
Total area affected byfloodingi
Total electoral division areai

,with i ∈ I (1)

where I ⊂ N is the subset of all electoral divisions that are intersected by at least one flood geometry, N209

being the set of all Irish electoral divisions. Electoral divisions that are not intersected by any flood geometries210

are assigned a value of flood hazard equal to 0. For those electoral division belonging to I , the percentage211

of area affected by flooding has a right skewed distribution with a minimum of 0.00002%, a maximum of212

98.95% and an average of 10.69%.213

To allow for the comparability of different metrics and maps, the flood hazard measure presented in214

Equation 1 is normalised and converted into an index ranging from 0 (no hazard) to 1 (highest hazard in the215

case study area, Zabeo et al., 2011; Ronco et al., 2014; Sperotto et al., 2016). This is done by rescaling the216

flood hazard in each electoral division relative to the electoral division with the highest hazard value:217

Hn =
Flood hazardn
max(Flood hazard)

, with n ∈ N . (2)

3.2 Flood exposure assessment218

To estimate the population in each electoral division affected by flooding we start by deriving the spatial219

intersection between the unified flood geometries previously generated, each of which relates to a single220

electoral division, and the 1km2 grid mentioned in Section 2.2.1. Essentially, a flood geometry belonging to221

electoral division i ∈ I , Fi, is partitioned into K sub-geometries, F(i,k),10 each associated to one of the K222

1km2 grid cells intersecting Fi. We compute the areas of each sub-geometry F(i,k), and then we derive the223

percentage of grid cell k’s area that is covered by the flood sub-geometry F(i,k) as the ratio between the224

area of F(i,k) and the area of the grid cell11. Assuming equal distribution of the population within a grid225

cell, we can say that this also corresponds to the percentage of grid cell k’s population that is affected by226

the flood sub-geometry F(i,k). This is then multiplied by the population of grid cell k to get the number of227

individuals affected by the flood sub-geometry F(i,k). The sum of all K sub-geometries gives the total number228

of individuals affected by flood geometry Fi, which corresponds to the total population in electoral division i229

at risk of flooding:230

Total population at risk of floodingi =
K∑
k=1

Percentage of grid cell k’s population affected by F(i,k)

×Grid cell populationk, with i ∈ I

(3)

Finally, flood exposure is given by the percentage of an electoral division’s population affected by flooding as231

follows:232

Flood exposurei =
Total population affected by floodingi
Total electoral division populationi

, with i ∈ I. (4)

Electoral divisions that are not intersected by any flood geometries are assigned a value of flood exposure233

10Such that F(i,k) ⊂ Fi and F(i,k) ̸= ∅,∀k ∈ K ; F(i,k) ∩F(i,l) = ∅ for k ̸= l, k, l ∈ K ; F(i,1) ∪ · · · ∪F(i,k) ∪ . . . F(i,K) = F(i) .
11Since the grid cell polygons do include not rivers, lakes or other water bodies, and they follow the shape of the coastline, not all

grid cells have an area of exactly 1km2.
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equal to 0. Similarly to flood hazard, for electoral divisions belonging to I the percentage of population234

affected by flooding is positively skewed, with a minimum of 0.0004%, a maximum of 100.00% and an235

average of 9.55%. Since this measure of flood exposure is derived from the extension of the flooded area in236

each electoral division, it also contains flood hazard information.237

The assumption of uniform distribution is a strong one. However, without information on the distribution238

of dwellings within grid cells, the procedure discussed above represents the best the data at our disposal239

allows. Nevertheless, we can assess the performance of the procedure by using it to estimate the electoral240

divisions’ population and compare the result to the values reported in the census. Specifically, we test the241

correlation between the total population in each electoral division obtained with our spatial analysis and the242

actual population reported in the census. The resulting correlation coefficient is 0.984 , which is significant243

at the 99% level. Hence, we reject the null hypothesis of no correlation, and we can say that there is a strong244

positive correlation between the two measures. This is also shown by Figure 3, which displays a scatter plot245

of the estimated population against the census values. The data presents a clear linear trend, very close to246

the 90° line of perfect linear relation. Overall, this suggests that the spatial procedure we employ performs247

well in approximating total population across electoral divisions, and is therefore reassuring in terms of the248

potential distortions generated in estimating flood exposure.
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Figure 3: Total electoral division population: estimated vs census

Notes. This graph displays a scatter plot of the total population in each electoral divisions estimated with spatial operations (on
the vertical axis) against that provided in the 2016 census (horizontal axis). It also reports the 45° line, which corresponds to a
one-to-one relation.

249

There are eight cases in which the estimated population affected by flooding exceeds the total electoral250

division’s population. These are all relatively scarcely populated electoral divisions neighboring with more251

populous ones, with flooding either covering a substantial part of their surface or being located on their252

borders with more populous electoral divisions, and with one or more grid cells intersecting the flooded253

area also overlaying more populous electoral divisions. Hence, the spatial analysis is picking up individuals254
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residing in other places and assigning them to the flooded areas, thus overestimating the population affected255

by flooding. The corresponding values of flood exposure range from 1.009 to 1.421. For these electoral256

divisions, we have decided to replace flood exposure with 1 if at least 90% of the electoral division’s area is257

affected by flooding (i.e. Flood hazard  0.9),12. Conversely, if Flood hazard < 0.9, the electoral division is258

removed from the analysis and flood exposure is coded as missing. This results in four electoral divisions259

being removed.13260

Finally, flood exposure is normalised and converted into an index ranging from 0 (no exposure) to 1 (highest261

exposure in the case study area) by rescaling the flood exposure in each electoral division relative to the262

electoral division with the highest exposure value:263

En =
Flood exposuren
max(Flood exposure)

, with n ∈ N . (5)

3.3 Small area estimation of social vulnerability264

Small area estimates of poverty and inequality are required to effectively target economic and social policy265

towards vulnerable populations, including climate adaptation policy. The importance of reliable spatial266

estimates will grow with trends of increasing global inequality and, indeed, the growing influence of spatially-267

heterogeneous climate-related welfare shocks. As Hallegatte and Rozenberg (2017) discuss, spatially-refined268

poverty data will be required to target climate policy towards the microregions and socioeconomic groups269

that are most negatively affected. Poverty data at the small area level are not readily available in many270

contexts as survey microdata are often designed to be representative at the national or aggregated regional271

level. We use a small area estimation procedure known as Conditional Monte Carlo (CMC) to overcome this272

limitation. While small area estimates and spatial microsimulation methods have been used in a wide range273

of applications, they have yet to be applied in the context of climate vulnerability assessment at a national274

scale. The general procedure, described in greater detail by Farrell (2023), combines the micro-level power of275

survey data with the spatial information of census data.276

In Ireland, the closest data source is that of the Pobal HP Deprivation Index14, which relies on spatial data277

primarily sourced from the census. A number of indicators including population change, age dependency,278

spatial profession profiles, unemployment rates, education levels and housing demographics are used to279

construct a composite index of deprivation. While providing a useful indicator as to deprivation rates at the280

small area level, this index does not feature income, or similar income and social welfare-related variables281

present in survey data. The small area estimation procedure employed in this paper provides this contribution.282

The estimation procedure takes the following form. The objective is to estimate the expected value of a283

variable of interest, Hi, which details the small area distribution of an outcome variable x for small area i in284

region R, where i ⊂ R. Defining li as the estimator, this may be characterised as:285

li = E[Hi(xi)] (6)

12From which the maximum of 100% of population affected by flooding reported above. Without them, the maximum percentage of
an electoral division’s population at risk of flooding is 99.57%.

13The electoral divisions removed from the analysis are Cappavilla (Co. Clare), Lough Atalia (Co. Galway), Mansion House A (Co.
Dublin) and North Dock B (Co. Dublin).

14See https://www.pobal.ie/pobal-hp-deprivation-index/
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Assume there is a random vector yi taking finite values in {i = 1, ...,N}. The yi vector is correlated286

with xi. Using conditional expectations, we can transform the li estimator to the expected value for Hi,287

conditional on the observed distribution of covariates yi:288

li = E[Hi(xi)|Y = yi]. (7)

Then, li may be estimated using Monte Carlo sampling, with J replications, as:289

li = E

[
Hi(xi)|Y = y

]
=
1
J

J∑
j

[
Hi,j(xi)|Y = yi

]
(8)

where Hi,j(xi) is the jth Monte Carlo replication for ED i.290

Each Monte Carlo replication is a sample of households drawn from region R such that we obtain an291

estimate of the statistical moment of interest, Hi(xi). As Hi(xi) is calculated conditional on the known292

distribution of yi covariates, the sample of households drawn from region R must be chosen such that the293

the Y distribution of covariates corresponds to the known yi distribution. A rejection sampling procedure294

is employed to calculate each Monte Carlo replication. Rejection sampling involves sampling a number of295

observations (e.g. households) from a microdata population R such that the distribution of Y covariates for296

sampled households corresponds to the known yi distribution (i.e. Y = yi).297

The rejection sampling procedure draws on the quota sampling methodology developed by Farrell et al.298

(2013) and O’Donoghue et al. (2013). The algorithm operates by consecutively sampling households. As the299

algorithm assigns households, concurrent counts for the vector of Y covariates are noted. Households that300

violate the distribution of relevant covariates are removed from the candidate sample. To illustrate, the yi301

vector may specify a particular distribution of pensioners for small area i. If this value is zero, or the yi302

allocation has been fulfilled by the algorithm, all households containing pensioners are removed from the303

candidate sample. The sampling procedure does not replace households that have already been assigned to304

small area i, improving efficiency relative to other combinatorial optimisation algorithms such as simulated305

annealing and facilitating the CMC procedure. As the algorithm approaches convergence with the census306

totals for small area i, however, it may be infeasible to meet all remaining quotas for the yi distribution of307

covariates, given the intra-household distribution contained within the microdata. For instance, we may be308

controlling for occupation and education status, with the final household requiring a scientist without a third309

level qualification. This may not be present in the dataset. A secondary set of less restrictive constraints is310

then called upon, such that the required number of households are assigned. While this introduces some311

additional noise into the estimate, under the assumption that the households assigned under the secondary312

set of constraints are randomly allocated, this does not bias the procedure, as demonstrated by Farrell (2023).313

For each small area i, microdata are sampled from the SILC survey dataset such that the distribution of314

census predictors for sampled households corresponds to the distribution of covariates observed in the SAPS315

census data, where J = 100. Table 1 reports the variables that constitute the primary and secondary sets of316

constraints. Households are allocated such that the distribution of income is centred around the median317

value reported by the Central Statistics Office. As households are allocated to the simulation population318

using the sequential process, a concurrent median is calculated. Should the concurrent median be greater319

than the CSO-stated median, households below the median are allocated in the subsequent iteration. The320

converse is true should the concurrent count exceed the median. When the primary set of constraints fails to321
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allocate the required number of households, the secondary set of constraints is called upon to allocate the322

remaining households. This is generally less than 5% of the total sample. The variables in the secondary set323

of constraints are selected because they explain the majority of the variation in ED-level income.

Table 1: Variables used in the rejection sampling procedure

Variable Type Values Constraint

Majority of household income from welfare
payments

Dichotomous 1 = Yes Primary;
Secondary

Majority of household income from statutory
pension payments

Dichotomous 1 = Yes Primary;
Secondary

Median ED income Continuous € Primary;
Secondary

Household PC ownership Dichotomous 1 = Yes Primary
Household car ownership Categorical 0–more than 4 Primary
Household internet access Dichotomous 1 = Yes Primary
Household tenure type Categorical Owner, renter, living

rent-free
Primary

Household dwelling type Categorical House,
flat/apartment/bedsit,
other

Primary

324

3.4 Flood risk assessment325

According to the Flood Directive (2007/60/EC), which represents the legislative framework to guide flood326

management in the European Union, flood risk originates by the combination of hazard, exposure and327

vulnerability. To produce a measure of flood risk in accordance with this definition, we reweigh flood exposure328

by some measure of social vulnerability. In relation to climate impacts, social vulnerability depends on factors329

that can drive or increase the level of risk (such as age or physical and mental health), on socioeconomic330

conditions that can limit the ability to react and adapt, and on morphological and infrastructural aspects331

that can exacerbate the consequences of an event (Parry et al., 2007; Lindley et al., 2011).332

In our analysis, we focuse primarily on "at risk of poverty" (AROP) as a measure of social vulnerability.333

This is intended to control for limitations in self-protection from climate impacts: people with worse financial334

conditions might lack sufficient resources to autonomously put in place measures to protect themselves335

or adapt to shocks. We follow the Eurostat definition, which classifies a household as being at risk of336

poverty if its annual equivalised disposable income falls below the 60% of the national median annual337

equivalised disposable income.15 The SILC contains a household-level indicator of being at risk of poverty. A338

corresponding measure representative at the electoral division level is estimated through the small area339

estimation technique. Finally, we compute the percentage of households in an electoral division who are at340

risk of poverty, which represents the measure of social vulnerability used throughout the analysis. Figure 4341

15The Eurostat definition can be found at: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?
title=Glossary:At-risk-of-poverty_rate. This is also the definition adopted by the CSO. The CSO’s com-
putation procedure is outlined at: https://www.cso.ie/en/media/csoie/releasespublications/documents/ep/
surveyonincomeandlivingconditions/2020/factsheets/At_Risk_of_Poverty_Explained.pdf.
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shows the distribution of the percentage of households are at risk of poverty across Irish electoral divisions.342

Yet, economic disadvantages are not the only way in which social vulnerability can exacerbate climate343

impacts. For example, physical or mental impairments can limit the ability to react to an event, thus increasing344

the level of risk even in the presence of protection measures. Hence, we replicate the analysis considering345

the percentage of households in an electoral division that derive the majority of their income from old-age346

pension (OAP), which is paid to individuals from the age of 66 who have enough (PRSI) contributions.16 This,347

however, represents an imperfect measure of vulnerability since: (i) it does not give an exact indication of the348

age composition of these households; (ii) it conveys no information on the household’s social network; and (iii)349

the state pension is paid even if households have other sources of income. Therefore, we also investigate the350

joint distribution of being at risk of poverty and deriving the majority of income from old-age pension, and,351

as a third social vulnerability measure, we consider the percentage of households in an electoral division that352

derive the majority of their income from old-age pension and are also at risk of poverty (OAP-AROP). These353

are individuals who are more physically vulnerable and also lack the capacity to put in place self-protection354

measures, thus being among the top priorities for climate risk adaptation interventions. The CSO provides355

information on on the proportion of households in an electoral division for whom state pension represents356

the majority of household income. In addition, the SILC contains household-level information on old-age357

benefits as well as an indicator of being at risk of poverty. These and their interaction are converted into358

percentages representative at the electoral division level through the small area estimation technique.359

Following the literature on cost-benefit analysis of climate change (see, among others, Azar and Sterner,360

1996; Fankhauser et al., 1997; Azar, 1999; Pearce, 2003), we compute social vulnerability weights as:361

Wn =

( Social vulnerability measuren
Average percantage of households AROP

)e
, with n ∈ N , (9)

where the denominator is the average for all Irish electoral divisions, and e can be interpreted as a measure362

of redistribution preferences or inequality aversion. Electoral divisions with a percentage of households at363

risk of poverty above the national average are assigned weights greater than 1, whereas electoral divisions364

with a percentage below the national average receive weights between 0 and 1.17365

The bigger e the higher the weights assigned to more vulnerable electoral divisions and the lower the366

weights of less vulnerable ones. This should be determined empirically based on societal preferences for367

equity and justice (Anthoff et al., 2009). For instance, Rawlsian (Rawls, 1971) or Prioritarian (Broome, 1991)368

views of justice would call for values of e > 1, while Libertarian (Hayek, 1960) or Elitist (Nozick, 1974) views369

would prescribe values close to unity or even below. The literature typically sets e between 1 and 1.5 (Cline,370

1992), although values as low as 0.8 or 0.5 have also been adopted (Pearce and Ulph, 1994; Fankhauser et al.,371

1997). Some have argued that the value of e can be inferred from taxation and foreign aid policies (Cowell372

and Gardiner, 1999) although many would be cautions in inferring ethical parameters from revealed social373

preferences (Anthoff et al., 2009). Therefore, absent an a priori knowledge on justice and redistribution374

16Information on the Irish State Pension scheme can be found on the Citizen Information website: https:
//www.citizensinformation.ie/en/social_welfare/social_welfare_payments/older_and_retired_people/
state_pension_contributory.html.

17Notice that most of the aforementioned papers compute social or equity weights based on income (Y ). Their weights take the

form Wn =
(
Y
Yn

)σ
. Differently from income, our measures of social vulnerability have a negative connotation — i.e. the more

the worse. Hence, to allow for more vulnerable electoral division to be given higher weights, we invert the order of numerator
and denominator. This corresponds to e = −σ.
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Figure 4: Percentage of households at risk of poverty

Notes. This graph displays the quintiles of the distribution of our social vulnerability measure, namely the percentage of households
in an electoral division who are at risk of poverty. Poverty risk is given by the household’s annual equivalised disposable income
being below the 60% of the national median annual equivalised disposable income.

preferences in the specific context investigated, we decide to embrace simplicity and adopt e = 1 for most of375

the analysis.18 We also test how different values affect our results.376

Flood risk is obtained multiplying the flood exposure value of each electoral division by its corresponding377

social vulnerability weight:378

Flood riskn = Flood exposuren ×Wn, with n ∈ N . (10)

Unlike the measures of flood hazard and flood exposure in Equations 1 and 4, respectively, flood risk is not379

bound between 0 and 1, but can range between [0;+∞). Also, its values do not have a direct interpretation.380

Finally, we convert the flood risk measure into an index by dividing the flood risk in each electoral district381

18This corresponds to Bernoulli-Nash-type weights (Fankhauser et al., 1997), where relative changes are given equal weight (Anthoff
et al., 2009).
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by the highest flood risk in the sample:382

Rn =
Flood riskn
max(Flood risk)

, with n ∈ N . (11)

This now ranges from 0 (no risk) to 1 (highest risk) and takes a relative interpretation: what is the level of383

flood risk in a given electoral division proportional to the electoral division with the highest level of risk.384

Social vulnerability is represented by the percentage of households at risk of poverty.385

3.5 Hot spots analysis386

Although it is important to measure the degree of climate hazard, exposure and risk at the small area level,387

policies often target wider regions rather than individual electoral divisions. It is therefore equally important388

to investigate the spatial distribution of climate hazard, exposure and risk. For this reason, we conduct a hot389

spots analysis to identify the presence of clusters of high-hazard/exposure/risk administrative areas.390

Hot and cold spots are based on the spatial autocorrelation of a certain parameter across geographic391

locations. They essentially represent groups of outliers in the spatial distribution of said parameter, with cold392

spots being on the left tail and hot spots on the right tail of the distribution. There are two main approaches393

to the analysis of spatial autocorrelation. Measures of global spatial autocorrelation such as Moran’s I (Moran,394

1950) and Geary’s C (Geary, 1954) estimate the overall degree of spatial interdependence between regions.395

Local spatial autocorrelation, on the other hand, allows for local heterogeneity even in the presence of global396

autocorrelation.397

To investigate the presence of regions with an elevated concentration of high-hazard/exposure/risk electoral398

divisions, we compute the Getis-Ord G∗i (d) measure of local spatial autocorrelation (Getis and Ord, 1992).399

This is given by,400

G∗i =

∑J
j=1wij(d)xj∑J
j=1 xj

, for j ̸= i (12)

where wij is a weight matrix, d is the distance from a reference point, and x is a variable of interest. Hence,401

for each spatial observation i, the Getis-Ord statistic is the ratio between the local sum of variable x for all402

areas j within a radius d from the reference point (e.g. the centroid of electoral division i) and the overall403

sum of x in the reference macroregion (e.g. a country). In our analysis, we adopt a symmetric 0/1 binary404

weight matrix, meaning that electoral divisions are included in the local sum if their centroids are within405

the radius d from i’s centroid and they are excluded otherwise. An extension of the basic formulation which406

allows for non-binary weights is presented in Ord and Getis (1995).407

4 Results408

This section presents the flood hazard, exposure and risk hot spots, based on the Getis-Ord G∗i (d) local409

spatial autocorrelation discussed in Section 3.5. The local spatial autocorrelation analysis identifies both hot410

and cold spots, but since the scope of this paper is to assess the more vulnerable areas, in the maps reported411

below we only display hot spots. Also, electoral divisions that have a population at risk of flooding greater412

than their total population, as discussed in Section 3.2, are removed from the analysis of flood exposure413
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and flood risk.19 We use d = 10 km as a distance parameter (for comparison, the average area of electoral414

divisions is 20.61 squared kilometers).20415

In addition to the hot spots maps, in Appendix B we also present tables listing the twenty most affected416

electoral divisions according to their level of flood hazard, exposure and risk. In all tables, the fourth column417

reports the values of flood hazard, exposure and risk based on Equations 1, 4 and 10, respectively; whereas418

the fifth column reports the corresponding indices derived in Equations 2, 5 and 11.419

4.1 Flood hazard420

We want to assess the contribution of each additional piece of information, to provide decision makers with a421

multidimensional representation of flood vulnerability. We set off by considering flood hazard, which provides422

insights on the physical area affected by flooding.423

Figure 5 displays the classification of Irish electoral divisions according to their flood hazard index (panel424

(a)) and the corresponding flood hazard hot spots (panel (b)). The distribution of flood hazard maps mirrors425

the flood extents displyed in Figure 1, with the higher hazard areas and main hot spots located on the course426

and estuary of the Shannon river, on the high course of the Barrow river, on the north-eastern coast in the427

cities of Dublin and Dundalk, on the western coast on the estuary of the Feale river and in the city of Galway,428

and in the Lough Conn area. Table B2 in Appendix B, reports the top twenty electoral divisions based on their429

level of flood hazard. It confirms that the most affected areas are the cities of Dublin, Dundalk and Limerick.430

4.2 Flood exposure431

Incorporating population exposure considerably changes the distribution of most vulnerable areas. As it can432

be seen from Figure 6, while Dublin, Dundalk, Ennis, Galway and Limerick remain amongst the most affected433

areas, there are no longer hot spots (Figure 6b) along the course of the Shannon river, on the estuary of434

the Feale river and in the Lough Conn area. This is likely due to electoral divisions in those areas being435

scarcely inhabited and with the majority of their population distributed away from the parts at risk of being436

inundated. Hence, despite presenting considerable flood hazard levels, they do not represent a major concern437

in terms of exposure.438

4.3 Flood risk439

Figure 7 displays the flood risk map (panel (a)) and hot spots (panel (b)), derived using the percentage of an440

electoral division’s households at risk of poverty (AROP) as the measure of social vulnerability. The results441

resembles the distribution of flood exposure displayed in Figure 6, albeit with some differences.442

As it can be seen from Figure 7a, there are considerably more electoral divisions in the lower risk classes.443

Conversely, the higher risk classes contain roughly half of the entries, as shown also in Table B5. This is444

not surprising, since, for example, shoreline areas are inhabited predominantly by more affluent households445

who can afford to pay a price premium to enjoy the scenic view (Breil et al., 2021). This is, for instance, the446

case of Pembroke East B and C in the city of Dublin, which rank amongst the most affected EDs for flood447

19Since no issue emerges with flood hazard, we have decided to include them in that part of the analysis.
20Other distance parameters have been tested. Smaller values smaller led to several hot spots being given by individual electoral

divisions. Bigger values primarily enlarged the hot spots identified with d = 10. For these reasons, we have chosen 10 kilometers
as our preferred distance parameter.
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(a) Flood hazard index (b) Flood hazard hot spots

Figure 5: Flood hazard maps

Notes. This figure displays the flood hazard index (a) and hot spots (b). The flood hazard index, derived according to Equation 2,
is divided five classes using a natural break classification. The actual natural breaks are as follows: very low hazard = [2.2e-07;
0.081431]; low hazard = [0.082195; 0.209583]; medium hazard = [0.211146; 0.391361]; high hazard = [0.398398; 0.63778]; very high
hazard = [0.675216; 1]. Electoral divisions not affected by flooding are assigned a value of 0 and are included into a ‘No hazard’ class.
Hot spots are derived according to the Getis-Ord G∗i (d) local spatial autocorrelation.

hazard and exposure, but, in light of their wealthy population, are classified only at medium-low risk. These448

difference are confirmed in Table B6, where the set of most vulnerable EDs is considerably different from449

those reported in Tables B2 and B4, both in terms of composition (there are eight new entries) and ranking.450

Looking at Figure 7b, we can see that the composition of flood risk hot spots is only marginally different451

from exposure ones, with some becoming smaller or less significant in line with the pattern evidenced above.452

More importantly, there are no new hot spots appearing. This allows us to already make a first consideration.453

Namely, that flood exposure, by itself, seems to offer a good approximation of flood vulnerability and of the454

areas of priority.455

4.3.1 Alternative measures of socio-economic vulnerability456

The maps displayed in Figure 7 use the percentage of households in an electoral division at risk of poverty as457

the social vulnerability dimension to compute social weights (Equation 9) and to derive flood risk (Equation458

10). However, as said in Section 3.4, financial hardship is far from being the only channel through which social459

vulnerability can exacerbate climate impacts. So, Figure 8 reports the results obtained using alternative460

measures of social vulnerability. Specifically, Figures 8a and 8b adopt the percentage of households in an461
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(a) Flood exposure index (b) Flood exposure hot spots

Figure 6: Flood exposure maps

Notes. This figure displays the flood exposure index (a) and hot spots (b). The flood exposure index, derived according to Equation 5,
is divided five classes using a natural break classification. The actual natural breaks are as follows: very low exposure = [3.6e-06;
0.063364]; low exposure = [0.063692; 0.168826]; medium exposure = [0.170852; 0.349739]; high exposure = [0.367115; 0.650818];
very high exposure = [0.674369; 1]. Electoral divisions not affected by flooding are assigned a value of 0 and are included into a
‘No exposure’ class. Hot spots are derived according to the Getis-Ord G∗i (d) local spatial autocorrelation. Electoral divisions with
percentage of population affected by flooding > 1 and percentage of area affected by flooding < 0.9 have been removed.

electoral division that derive the majority of their income from old-age pension, while Figures 8c and 8d462

the percentage of households in an electoral division that derive the majority of their income from old-age463

pension and are also at risk of poverty.464

A comparison of panels (a)-(b) with Figure 7 shows many similarities, The distribution of flood risk closely465

resembles that observed with AROP, but also several differences. In particular, the hot spot in the city of466

Dublin becomes smaller, now located exclusively in the northern coastal area. Conversely, the hot spot in467

the upper course of the Shannon river gets bigger. In addition, there is a reappearance of a hot spot on the468

estuary of the Feale river on the western coast.469

In panels (c)-(d) there are additional changes, especially for what concerns the hot spots. These appear470

generally smaller that those seen for the AROP and OPA separately. The biggest difference is the emergence471

of a hot spot in the Wexford area on the south-eastern coast (significant at the 10% level). Finally, Table472

B10 reports the twenty electoral divisions at highest risk. For the most part they are a combination of those473

appearing in Tables B6 and B8. These results confirm the importance of a careful selection of the vulnerability474

dimensions to be considered when planning adaptation interventions.475
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(a) Flood risk index (b) Flood risk hot spots

Figure 7: Flood risk maps — AROP

Notes. This figure displays the flood risk index (a) and hot spots (b). The social vulnerability measure used to compute social weights
is the percentage of electoral division’s households at risk of poverty. The flood risk index, derived according to Equation 11, is
divided five classes using a natural break classification. The actual natural breaks are as follows: very low risk = [1.1e-06; 0.035474];
low risk = [0.035741; 0.10508]; medium risk = [0.106666; 0.228676]; high risk = [0.234423 - 0.436813]; very high risk = [0.51337; 1].
Electoral divisions not affected by flooding are assigned a value of 0 and are included into a ‘No risk’ class. Hot spots are derived
according to the Getis-Ord G∗i (d) local spatial autocorrelation. Electoral divisions with percentage of population affected by flooding
> 1 and percentage of area affected by flooding < 0.9 have been removed.

4.3.2 The effect of redistribution preferences476

As discussed in Section 3.4, the social weights used to derive flood risk depend of the selection of the477

redistribution parameter e. The results displayed above are obtained for a value e = 1, but there is no478

guarantee that this actually reflects the true redistribution preferences. Hence, in order to investigate how479

the choice of e affects flood risk and the distribution of hot spots, we repeat the analysis using different480

values of the parameter. More specifically, we first set e = 1.5, which corresponds to the upper bound of the481

values typically adopted in the literature (Cline, 1992; Fankhauser et al., 1997). Then, we test two further482

values above this level, namely e = 3 and e = 5, to assess how the picture would change if the social planner483

put an even greater importance to inequality and social vulnerability. In light of the concerns about climate484

impacts having a greater toll on more vulnerable constituencies and of the principles of just resilience, we485

decide not to examine instances with e < 1. However, notice that flood exposure corresponds to e = 0 — i.e.486

a situation of inequality neutrality, in which all that matters is that the highest number of individuals are487

protected but there is no extra benefit to reducing inequality.488
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Figure 9 displays the flood risk hot spots for these values of e. When AROP is used as a measure of489

socio-economic vulnerability (panel (a)), as the value of e increases the number of hot spots decreases and their490

extension shrinks. This is due to the fact that, as more importance is put to inequality, the weight assigned491

to the most vulnerable electoral divisions, and consequently their value of flood risk, rise exponentially in492

comparison to the remaining ones. The result is a smaller set of high-risk electoral divisions and a bigger493

set of medium- and low-risk ones. It is only when using larger values of e that more considerable changes494

emerge. With e = 3 (middle figure of panel (a)) the Galway hot spot disappears and the Dublin and Ennis495

ones are reduced to a handful of electoral divisions only significant at the 10% level. With e = 5 (right figure496

of panel (a)), the only remaining hot spot is in the Limerick area, on the estuary of the Shannon river.497

Also in panel (b) when OAP is used as socio-economic vulnerability dimension, increasing e well beyond498

the values typically adopted in the literature does not significantly alter the picture. The distribution and499

composition of hot spots remains comparable to those observed in Figure 8b with e = 1, again with a500

general trend of decrease in their number and extension. Some differences do emerge however. Most notably501

represented by the hot spot at the mouth of the Feale river, which becomes wider as e increases. And by the502

emergence of two new hot spots along the cource of the Shannon River and in the centre-north.503

When both economic and physical vulnerability are considered simultaneously (panel (c)), we see a more504

pronounced effect of the redistribution parameter. Already an increase to e = 1.5 leads to a change in505

composition of the hot spots, with the one on the south-eastern coast, in the Wexford area, becoming wider506

and more significant; those in Galway and in the upper course of the Shannon river disappearing; and an new507

one emerging on the western coast. As we further increase e beyond values typically used in the literature,508

another hot spot in the upper course of the Shannon river appears, and those in the south-western and509

western coast becomes more extended significant at the 1% level, while most of the others fade away.510

From this, we can draw additional considerations with important policy implications. Moreover, with values511

of inequality aversion commonly adopted in the literature (e ¬ 1.5), the flood risk hot spots are very similar512

to flood exposure ones. Only when values considerably larger are adopted does the picture change. In most513

cases the change corresponds to a decrease in the the number and extension of hot spots. Does this mean514

that considering social vulnerability profiles is unnecessary? The answer is no. In facts, while flood exposure515

provides a good approximation of the areas of priority of intervention, enriching the analysis with information516

on social vulnerability allows policymakers to narrow the focus on those areas of highest priority, based on517

the specific views of justice and redistribution. In addition, there are differences in terms of the effect of518

the redistribution parameter across socio-economic vulnerability measures, which further highlights the519

importance of a careful evaluation of the desired effects in terms of reducing flood risk and inequality. This520

should reduce the risk of interventions being mis-targeted and ensure a more efficient allocation of resources.521
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(a) Flood risk index — OAP (b) Flood risk hot spots — OAP

(c) Flood risk index — OAP + AROP (d) Flood risk hot spots — OAP + AROP

Figure 8: Flood risk maps — Alternative dimensions of socio-economic vulnerability

Notes. This figure displays the flood risk indexes and hot spots for alternative measures of social vulnerability. In panels (a) and
(b) the socio-economic vulnerability measure is the percentage of electoral division’s households that derive the majority of their
income from old-age pension. In panels (c) and (d) the socio-economic vulnerability measure is the percentage of electoral division’s
households that derive the majority of their income from old-age pension and are also at risk of poverty. The flood risk indexes,
derived according to Equation 11, are divided five classes using a natural break classification. The actual natural breaks for panel (a)
are: very low risk = [2.1e-06; 0.048513]; low risk = [0.049013; 0.146723]; medium risk = [0.14863; 0.300699]; high risk = [0.329929;
0.493007]; very high risk = [0.647374; 1]. Whereas for panel (c) they are: very low risk = [0; 0.039556]; low risk = [0.039705;
0.123727]; medium risk = [0.125733; 0.288267]; high risk = [0.314442; 0.539967]; very high risk = [0.617191; 1]. Electoral divisions not
affected by flooding are assigned a value of 0 and are included into a ‘No risk’ class. Hot spots are derived according to the Getis-Ord
G∗i (d) local spatial autocorrelation. Electoral divisions with percentage of population affected by flooding > 1 and percentage of
area affected by flooding < 0.9 have been removed.
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(a) AROP

(b) OAP

(c) OAP + Arop

Figure 9: Hot spots with different redistribution parameters

Notes. This figure displays the flood hazard index (a) and hot spots (b). The flood hazard index, derived according to Equation 2,
is divided five classes using a natural break classification. The actual natural breaks are as follows: very low hazard = [2.2e-07;
0.081431]; low hazard = [0.082195; 0.209583]; medium hazard = [0.211146; 0.391361]; high hazard = [0.398398; 0.63778]; very high
hazard = [0.675216; 1]. Electoral divisions not affected by flooding are assigned a value of 0 and are included into a ‘No hazard’ class.
Hot spots are derived according to the Getis-Ord G∗i (d) local spatial autocorrelation.
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5 Conclusion522

This paper evaluates the importance of incorporating socioeconomic vulnerability in the quantification523

of climate impacts. We present the application of a small area estimation technique using an Irish case524

study, providing a more granular quantification of climate risk relative to that common in the literature.525

We demonstrate that while population exposure offers insight into flood risk patterns, the introduction of526

socioeconomic vulnerability allows a more precise identification of areas of priority. Such prioritisation varies527

with societal preferences towards justice and equity. This result highlights the importance of both spatial528

profiles of climate impacts and socioeconomic vulnerabilities in effectively targeting climate adaptation529

interventions.530

This paper presents several novelties and relevant contributions. It is the first large-scale evaluation of531

climate risk with a high degree of spatial detail. This is made possible by the use of a small area estimation532

technique that allows the production of spatially representative socioeconomic profiles which would not be533

otherwise available. Incorporating said profiles with climate vulnerability, we are able to provide a more534

detailed assessment of climate risk than in previous studies. The outcomes thus generated offer reliable535

evidence to inform policy decision-making. In addition, the application of small area estimation techniques536

to climate risk assessment represents a novelty in the small area estimation and spatial microsimulation537

literature.538

The results of this paper present important policy implications. The difference between flood hazard and539

flood exposure patterns demonstrate the need to include considerations of affected population in climate540

adaptation interventions. Flood exposure offers a first overview of locations that may require adaptation541

interventions when no extra social utility is derived from reducing inequality. If policymakers want to542

simultaneously address socioeconomic vulnerabilities, the analysis highlights the importance to precisely543

establish the preferences toward equity. In fact, these are key in determining the locations of highest priority.544

There are many conceivable extensions to the analysis of this paper. First, it should be emphasised545

that this analysis presents a specific case study example using particular OPW CFRAMS scenarios. Each546

scenario features a different set of flood risks. For instance, the fluvial (riverflow) scenarios do not consider547

regions affected by other types of flooding, such as Cork City or some flooding in Galway. These flood risks548

are captured by other flood scenarios. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the application of this549

methodology using a suitable dataset, and therefore the flood scenarios presented is determined by the550

datasets chosen to demonstrate the model that is used. As such, this paper does not contain a full account of551

flood vulnerability in Ireland. Future work may expand on this to consider a more comprehensive suite of552

flooding events in Ireland.553

Second, it has been argued that social vulnerability should be considered in a holistic perspective,554

incorporating multiple dimensions. The incorporation of multidimensional poverty indices in climate impact555

analysis represents a natural extension of this paper (indeed, the results presented in Sections 4.3.1 and556

4.3.2 do support the view that there is merit in evaluating multiple dimensions of vulnerability). Third, the557

methodology presented in the paper may be applied in the analysis of further climate shocks. For instance,558

rising temperatures are increasing the levels of heat stress in many part of the world, with adverse effects559

more severe among vulnerable individuals. Extending the investigation to other climate impacts would provide560

important insights for policy decision-making. Finally, it is worth noting that the analysis presented in this561

paper offers a static picture of climate and socioeconomic vulnerability. It does not consider the evolution562
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of these factors over time and any potential sorting effects, where wealthy households avoid settlement in563

locations subject to climate impacts. The link between population sorting and other climate shocks remains564

an important topic that should be further explored. The methods of analysis presented in this paper provide565

an appropriate platform.566
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A Social weights726

This section presents the distribution of the social weights derived in Equation 9 (Figure A1), and of the727

resulting flood risk measures of Equation 10 (Figure A2), for various dimensions of socioeconomic vulnerability728

and with the different values of the redistribution parameter e adopted throughout the analysis.729
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Figure A1: Social weights distribution

Notes: The figure displays the distribution of social weights from Equation 9 for various values of e. The social vulnerability
measures are: the percentage of households in an electoral division that are at risk of poverty (AROP); the percentage of households
in an electoral division that derive the majority of their income from old-age pension (Old-age pension); and the percentage of
households in an electoral division that derive the majority of their income from old-age pension and are also at risk of poverty
(Old-age pension + AROP).
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Figure A2: Flood risk distribution

Notes: The figure displays the distribution of flood risks from Equation 10 for various values of e in the social weight function. The
social vulnerability measures are: the percentage of households in an electoral division that are at risk of poverty (AROP); the
percentage of households in an electoral division that derive the majority of their income from old-age pension (Old-age pension);
and the percentage of households in an electoral division that derive the majority of their income from old-age pension and are also
at risk of poverty (Old-age pension AROP).
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B Classification of flood hazard, exposure and risk730

Table B1: Flood hazard natural breaks

Lower bound Upper bound Size

No hazard 0 0 2,063
Very low hazard 2.2e-07 0.081431 831
Low hazard 0.082195 0.209583 321
Medium hazard 0.211146 0.391361 123
High hazard 0.398398 0.63778 47
Very high hazard 0.675216 1 24

Notes: This table displays the lower bound, upper bound and group size
of the natural break classification for the flood hazard index reported
in Equation 2.
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Table B2: Top 20 electoral divisions by flood hazard

Electoral County Province % of area Hn MGIn MGIn/MGI
division affected by (€)

flooding

Pembroke East C Dublin City Leinster 0.990 1 80,154 1.771
Pembroke East B Dublin City Leinster 0.987 0.998 76,865 1.698

John’s A Limerick City Munster 0.976 0.987 24,527 0.542
North Dock A Dublin City Leinster 0.928 0.938 44,197 0.977

Dundalk No. 2 Urban Co. Louth Leinster 0.910 0.920 27,765 0.614
Ennis No. 3 Urban Co. Clare Munster 0.908 0.917 31,502 0.696

Dundalk No. 4 Urban Co. Louth Leinster 0.905 0.915 39,577 0.875
North Dock B Dublin City Leinster 0.874 0.883 56,062 1.239

Mansion House A Dublin City Leinster 0.830 0.839 35,885 0.793
Ballybough A Dublin City Leinster 0.815 0.823 31,504 0.696
Custom House Limerick City Munster 0.797 0.806 22,966 0.507

Limerick North Rural Limerick City Munster 0.795 0.804 42,394 0.937
Claddagh Galway City Connacht 0.787 0.796 41,294 0.912
John’s B Limerick City Munster 0.776 0.784 23,601 0.521

Ballinacurra A Limerick City Munster 0.772 0.780 50,237 1.110
North Dock C Dublin City Leinster 0.768 0.776 48,549 1.073
Shannon A Limerick City Munster 0.763 0.771 37,257 0.823
John’s C Limerick City Munster 0.741 0.749 30,089 0.665

Muckanagh Co. Westmeath Leinster 0.733 0.741 47,847 1.057
Dundalk No. 1 Urban Co. Louth Leinster 0.729 0.736 27,699 0.612

Notes: This table displays the top 20 electoral divisions according to their level of flood hazard reported in Equations 1
and 2. Column (6) reports the household median gross income in 2016, and Column (7) its ratio to the average household
median gross income in Ireland for the same year. According to the CSO, the average household median gross income in
Ireland in 2016 was €45,256.

Table B3: Flood exposure natural breaks

Lower bound Upper bound Size

No exposure 0 0 2,067
Very low exposure 3.6e-06 0.063364 768
Low exposure 0.063692 0.168826 368
Medium exposure 0.170852 0.349739 133
High exposure 0.367115 0.650818 48
Very high exposure 0.674369 1 21
Removed NA NA 4

Notes: This table displays the lower bound, upper bound and group size
of the natural break classification for the flood exposure index reported
in Equation 5.
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Table B4: Top 20 electoral divisions by flood exposure

Electoral County Province % of population En MGIn MGIn/MGI
division affected by (€)

flooding

Pembroke East C Dublin City Leinster 1 1 80,154 1.771
Ennis No. 3 Urban Co. Clare Munster 1 1 31,502 0.696

Dundalk No. 4 Urban Co. Louth Leinster 1 1 39,577 0.875
John’s A Limerick City Munster 1 1 24,527 0.542

Dundalk No. 2 Urban Co. Louth Leinster 0.996 0.996 27,765 0.614
North Dock C Dublin City Leinster 0.973 0.973 48,549 1.073

Pembroke East B Dublin City Leinster 0.969 0.969 76,865 1.698
Claddagh Galway City Connacht 0.911 0.911 41,294 0.912

Ballinacarrig Co. Carlow Leinster 0.892 0.892 54,663 1.208
Clontarf West D Dublin City Leinster 0.856 0.856 48,075 1.062

Ballybough A Dublin City Leinster 0.806 0.806 31,504 0.696
Ushers B Dublin City Leinster 0.805 0.805 38,143 0.843
John’s B Limerick City Munster 0.797 0.797 23,601 0.521
Clenagh Co. Clare Munster 0.734 0.734 42,230 0.933
Graigue Co. Laois Leinster 0.717 0.717 47,533 1.050
Killukin Co. Roscommon Connacht 0.707 0.707 56,871 1.257

Dundalk No. 1 Urban Co. Louth Leinster 0.699 0.699 27,699 0.612
North Dock A Dublin City Leinster 0.698 0.698 44,197 0.977

North City Dublin City Leinster 0.680 0.680 44,053 0.973
Gurteen Co. Waterford Munster 0.675 0.675 49,319 1.090

Notes: This table displays the top 20 electoral divisions according to their level of flood hazard reported in Equations 4 and 5.
Column (6) reports the household median gross income in 2016, and Column (7) its ratio to the average household median
gross income in Ireland for the same year. According to the CSO, the average household median gross income in Ireland in
2016 was €45,256.

Table B5: Flood risk natural breaks — AROP

Lower bound Upper bound Size

No risk 0 0 2,067
Very low risk 1.1e-06 0.035474 948
Low risk 0.035741 0.10508 281
Medium risk 0.106666 0.228676 76
High risk 0.234423 0.436813 26
Very high risk 0.51337 1 7
Removed NA NA 4

Notes: This table displays the lower bound, upper bound and group
size of the natural break classification for the flood risk index re-
ported in Equation 11, where the social vulnerability metric is the
percentage of an electoral division’s households at risk of poverty.
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Table B6: Top 20 electoral divisions by flood risk — AROP

Electoral County Province Flood risk – Rn MGIn MGIn/MGI
division weighted by (€)

% AROP

John’s A Limerick City Munster 2.732 1 24,527 0.542
John’s B Limerick City Munster 1.980 0.725 23,601 0.521
Abbey C Limerick City Munster 1.746 0.639 19,005 0.420

Dundalk No. 2 Urban Co. Louth Leinster 1.734 0.635 27,765 0.614
Ballybough A Dublin City Leinster 1.653 0.605 31,504 0.696
Custom House Limerick City Munster 1.427 0.522 22,966 0.507
North Dock C Dublin City Leinster 1.403 0.513 48,549 1.073

Dundalk No. 4 Urban Co. Louth Leinster 1.193 0.437 39,577 0.875
Ushers B Dublin City Leinster 1.166 0.427 38,143 0.843

Dundalk No. 1 Urban Co. Louth Leinster 1.096 0.401 27,699 0.612
Claddagh Galway City Connacht 1.094 0.400 41,294 0.912

Tralee Urban Co. Kerry Munster 1.051 0.385 23,021 0.509
Ennis No. 3 Urban Co. Clare Munster 1.036 0.379 31,502 0.696

Dundalk Rural Co. Louth Leinster 0.931 0.341 36,096 0.798
North City Dublin City Leinster 0.928 0.340 44,053 0.973

North Dock A Dublin City Leinster 0.859 0.315 44,197 0.977
Abbey B Limerick City Munster 0.839 0.307 40,010 0.884

Tumna North Co. Roscommon Connacht 0.835 0.306 29,452 0.651
Mountjoy A Dublin City Leinster 0.803 0.294 31,890 0.705
St. Nicholas Galway City Connacht 0.795 0.291 30,979 0.685

Notes: This table displays the top 20 electoral divisions according to their level of flood risk reported in Equations 10 and
11. The social vulnerability measure used to compute social weights is the percentage of electoral division’s households at
risk of poverty. Column (6) reports the household median gross income in 2016, and Column (7) its ratio to the average
household median gross income in Ireland for the same year. According to the CSO, the average household median gross
income in Ireland in 2016 was €45,256.

Table B7: Flood risk natural breaks — OAP

Lower bound Upper bound Size

No risk 0 0 2,067
Very low risk 2.1e-06 0.048513 945
Low risk 0.049013 0.146723 308
Medium risk 0.14863 0.300699 65
High risk 0.329929 0.493007 15
Very high risk 0.647374 1 5
Removed NA NA 4

Notes: This table displays the lower bound, upper bound and group
size of the natural break classification for the flood risk index re-
ported in Equation 11, where the social vulnerability metric is the
percentage of an electoral division’s households deriving the ma-
jority of their income from old-age pension.
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Table B8: Top 20 electoral divisions by flood risk — OAP

Electoral County Province Flood risk – Rn MGIn MGIn/MGI
division weighted by (€)

% OAP

Ennis No. 3 Urban Co. Clare Munster 1.758 1 31,502 0.696
Dundalk No. 2 Urban Co. Louth Leinster 1.212 0.689 27,765 0.614

John’s A Limerick City Munster 1.180 0.671 24,527 0.542
John’s B Limerick City Munster 1.142 0.649 23,601 0.521

Dundalk No. 1 Urban Co. Louth Leinster 1.138 0.647 27,699 0.612
Dundalk No. 4 Urban Co. Louth Leinster 0.867 0.493 39,577 0.875

Tumna North Co. Roscommon Connacht 0.844 0.480 29,452 0.651
Graigue Co. Laois Leinster 0.820 0.467 47,533 1.050
Claddagh Galway City Connacht 0.806 0.459 41,294 0.912
Gurteen Co. Waterford Munster 0.768 0.437 49,319 1.090
Abbey C Limerick City Munster 0.713 0.406 19,005 0.420

Clontarf West D Dublin City Leinster 0.694 0.395 48,075 1.062
Ennismore Co. Kerry Munster 0.690 0.393 32,337 0.715
Moynsha Co. Kerry Munster 0.676 0.385 40,653 0.898

Ballinacurra B Limerick City Munster 0.632 0.359 35,197 0.778
Killukin Co. Roscommon Connacht 0.609 0.346 56,871 1.257
Clenagh Co. Clare Munster 0.605 0.344 42,230 0.933

Pembroke East B Dublin City Leinster 0.601 0.342 76,865 1.698
Lea Co. Offaly Leinster 0.588 0.334 43,061 0.951

Ballybough A Dublin City Leinster 0.580 0.330 31,504 0.696

Notes: This table displays the top 20 electoral divisions according to their level of flood risk reported in Equations 10 and
11. The social vulnerability measure used to compute social weights is the percentage of electoral division’s households
that derive the majority of their income from old-age pension. Column (6) reports the household median gross income in
2016, and Column (7) its ratio to the average household median gross income in Ireland for the same year. According to
the CSO, the average household median gross income in Ireland in 2016 was €45,256.

Table B9: Flood risk natural breaks — OAP + AROP

Lower bound Upper bound Size

No risk 0 0 2,067
Very low risk 0 0.039556 907
Low risk 0.039705 0.1123727 304
Medium risk 0.125733 0.288267 101
High risk 0.314442 0.539967 18
Very high risk 0.617191 1 8
Removed NA NA 4

Notes: This table displays the lower bound, upper bound and group
size of the natural break classification for the flood risk index re-
ported in Equation 11, where the social vulnerability metric is the
percentage of an electoral division’s households deriving the ma-
jority of their income from old-age pension and are also at risk of
poverty.
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Table B10: Top 20 electoral divisions by flood risk — OAP + AROP

Electoral County Province Flood risk – Rn MGIn MGIn/MGI
division weighted by (€)

% OAP+AROP

Abbey C Limerick City Munster 1.857 1 19,005 0.420
Ennis No. 3 Urban Co. Clare Munster 1.734 0.934 31,502 0.696

Dundalk No. 4 Urban Co. Louth Leinster 1.419 0.764 39,577 0.875
Graigue Co. Laois Leinster 1.414 0.761 47,533 1.050

Dundalk No. 2 Urban Co. Louth Leinster 1.334 0.718 27,765 0.614
John’s B Limerick City Munster 1.319 0.710 23,601 0.521
John’s A Limerick City Munster 1.261 0.679 24,527 0.542

Clontarf West D Dublin City Leinster 1.146 0.617 48,075 1.062
Wexford No. 3 Urban Co. Wexford Leinster 1.003 0.540 25,017 0.553

Tralee Urban Co. Kerry Munster 1.003 0.540 23,021 0.509
Ballybough A Dublin City Leinster 0.954 0.513 31,504 0.696

Claddagh Galway City Connacht 0.862 0.464 41,294 0.912
Baldoyle Fingal Leinster 0.853 0.459 54,984 1.215
Kilberry Co. Kildare Leinster 0.844 0.455 42,139 0.931
John’s C Limerick City Munster 0.810 0.436 30,089 0.665

Dundalk No. 3 Urban Co. Louth Leinster 0.773 0.416 31,059 0.686
North Dock C Dublin City Leinster 0.767 0.413 48,549 1.073

Ennis No. 1 Urban Co. Clare Munster 0.744 0.401 32,260 0.713
Tumna North Co. Roscommon Connacht 0.718 0.387 29,452 0.651

Dundalk No. 1 Urban Co. Louth Leinster 0.716 0.385 27,699 0.612

Notes: This table displays the top 20 electoral divisions according to their level of flood risk reported in Equations 10 and 11.
The social vulnerability measure used to compute social weights is the percentage of electoral division’s households that
derive the majority of their income from old-age pension and are also at risk of poverty. Column (6) reports the household
median gross income in 2016, and Column (7) its ratio to the average household median gross income in Ireland for the same
year. According to the CSO, the average household median gross income in Ireland in 2016 was €45,256.
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